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UNMISTAKABLESIGNS  ARE  POI ;~ ;T IXG the way 
toward the creation sometime soon of a national information network 
in the United States. The concept of a national network implies the 
interconnection of existing information systems and libraries through 
communications. Certainly one of the great strengths of this nation 
is the great array of intellectual, scholarly, and research resources to 
be found in its libraries and information centers. Without integration 
and close cooperation, however, these resources will remain a series 
of separate, insulated institutions. But if maximum communication 
can be established among them, this array can be converted into a 
national resource of immense value to citizens throughout the country. 
Belief in the importance and value of information networks has been 
expressed at the highest levels of government during 1967168, and if 
this attitude persists, the vision of a network could easily be developed 
into a national goal. 
National Activity. President Johnson, on two occasions in 1967, 
urged the integration of modern communications with library and 
infoimation practices. The first speech was at the Conference on 
World Education in T;l'illiamsburg, Virginia, where he stated the need 
for providing the best library facilities in the world through exploita- 
tion of present communications techno1ogy.l On November 7, in 
Washington, D.C., when the President signed into law the Public 
Broadcasting Act of 1967, he remarked on the probable effects of in- 
formation networks on the individual: "I think we must consider new 
ways to build a great network for knowledge-not just a broadcast 
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system, but one that employs every means of sending and storing in- 
formation that the individual can use." 
The President also appointed Eugene V. Rostow of the State De- 
partment to head a one-year commission, the President's Task Force 
on Communications Policy, and charged it with the responsibility of 
conducting a comprehensive review of United States telecommunica- 
tions policy. Congress has passed a bill entitled the Higher Education 
Ad  of 1968, which includes a separate section on networks known as 
Title IX-Networks for Knowledge. Title IX has provisions designed 
to encourage and further joint programs among institutions of higher 
learning for the cooperative exploration of the new computer and 
communications technologies. Last May, in announcing the reorgan- 
ization of the major health agencies, the Department of Health, Edu- 
cation, and Welfare stated that the National Library of Medicine 
would continue to serve as the Department's vital center for health 
communications and related scientific development. 
Other national developments that are creating demands for ex-
panded library service and for the building of information networks 
are the State Technical Services Act, the National Library of Medi- 
cine's program for regional medical libraries, the Regional Medical 
Program for Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke, the Office of Educa- 
tion's support of libraries, the joint program of the Library of Congress, 
the National Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural 
Library for development of machine-readable catalog data for mono- 
graphs and serials, and the supporting programs of the National Sci- 
ence Foundation. During 1967, it became apparent to the National 
Science Foundation that the developing discipline-oriented informa- 
tion systems in the professional societies, the mission-oriented systems 
in the Federal agencies, and the private institutions and organizations 
with their specialized information systems would require some kind 
of coordination and eventual integration into a national information 
n e tw~ rk . ~  a and more These programs have not only created new 
favorable climate for libraries and information centers but have also 
emphasized the critical need for communication among them. 
Despite the widespread enthusiasm for networks, neither industry 
nor government has yet proposed a grand strategy for coordinating 
the diversity of information network schemes that are springing up 
independently throughout the United States. Active network pro- 
grams were underway within states, regions, government, professional 
societies, and industry. A nationwide plan for uniting the scattered 
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information networks is urgently needed. The Committee on Sci-
entific and Technical Information (COSATI) of the Federal Coun- 
cil for Science and Technology has been trying hard to solve the 
network interface problems of the Federal Agencies and, in addi- 
tion, established a sub-committee in 1965 to work exclusively on the 
development of a national system. Another committee of national 
scope is the Committee on Scientific and Technical Communications 
(SATCOM) established by the National Academy of Sciences. One 
of the primary functions of this group is to improve methods for pro- 
moting effective relationships between information systems and prin- 
cipal producers and users of scientific and technical information, and 
another objective is to stimulate the application of new techniques 
and systems for information transfer. Both COSATI and SATCOM 
share the belief that the earlier a basis for technical integration of 
networks can be established, the sooner it will become possible to 
incorporate these conceptions into local network planning, and the 
more quickly a national information network will become a reality. 
Aware that a multitude of different systems were developing inside 
and outside the government, the National Bureau of Standards, within 
the past year, has initiated programs for standardizing formats for 
textual and numerical data exchanged through computers and com- 
munications. Also, a special Task Force was established by the White 
House Office of Science and Technology with the cooperation of the 
National Academy of Sciences for the Interchange of Scientific and 
Technical Information in hlachine Language ( ISTIM ) . 
Although the U.S. government has been considering ways to tie 
together its own resources, it has not been blind to the tremendous 
opportunities which communications will provide for the international 
exchange of information. Leonard H. Marks, Director of the United 
States Information Agency, in an address before the National Associa- 
tion of Educational Broadcasters, proposed methods for implementa- 
tion of a "world information grid" using satellite facilities through 
the INTELSAT consortium of nationse4 
The above recounting is but a brief sketch of the very lively in-
terest and activity prevailing within the Federal structure and the 
private sector in support of the information network concept. An addi-
tional network dimension exists at the state level. 
Many states are readying network plans under Title I11 of the 
Library Services and Construction Act. Thus far, installation of tele- 
type and telefacsimile networks has received the most attention but 
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there are also signs of affiliation and amalgamation at the local level 
due to the availability of the MARC (Machine Readable Catalog) 
computer tapes from the Library of Congress. MARC tapes are certain 
to have a consolidating effect on technical processing, particularly 
among public and school libraries5 The concept of a dynamic network 
involving all types of libraries has been advanced in Washington, 
New York, California and other states. 
Bibliographic standardization is also being introduced abroad. The 
shared cataloging program of the Library of Congress is providing 
rigid specifications for the recording of bibliographic records of 
monographs in libraries in France, Great Britain, Denmark, Sweden, 
and other countries. Both MARC and the shared cataloging program 
constitute significant detrelopments in the library world that will 
eventually facilitate network integration of bibliographic data on an 
international basis. 
One functional group that has been active with respect to network 
building in the United States has been the educational community. 
Education's aim in this area is to improve the quality of instruction 
and research through exploration of the new computer and communi- 
cations technologies. With the support of the U.S. Office of Education, 
network projects of various kinds have been initiated in many ele- 
mentary and secondary school systems. In higher education a con-
sortium was formed to further the same interest. The Interuniversity 
Communications Council (EDUCOM) is a voluntary consortium of 
educational institutions whose function is to facilitate the extra-
organizational communication of a university. The concept of net-
working is central to the activities of EDUCOM, which, by 1968, had 
over ninety member institutions. An educational network among uni- 
versities carries the idea of sharing to its ultimate goal; information 
resources available through any one member would be equal to the 
sum of the resources of all participating institution^.^ 
From Cooperation to Communication. The histoiy of information 
networks may be traced back to the time when librarians first recog- 
nized the benefits of interlibrary cooperation. In 1853, for example, 
at the Librarians' Convention in New York City, Monsieur A. Vat- 
temare described the chronology of cooperative efforts from 1832 to 
that date and discussed the usefulness of international cooperation 
among libraries. He spoke of the desirability of having a "permanent 
system of bibliographic exchange between governments, a central 
agency on each Continent in connection with each other to negotiate 
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these exchanges," and the value of union lists.7 Vattemare's dream 
was visionary in 1853 but today his ideas can be implemented in a 
very practical way; some of them have already been partially realized. 
Two developments are responsible for the trend toward greater 
interlibrary cooperation. The first stems from World War I1 and the 
increase in government-sponsored research and development in sci- 
ence and technology. The second is evident in the changes in Ameri- 
can education and culture that have occurred over the past decade 
and which have resulted in corresponding changes in the variety and 
quantity of published materials. Both have a major influence on the 
development of special libraries and information centers. These two 
forces converged and combined to generate new pressures for the 
creation of new information services that took many different forms. 
The number and type of abstracting and indexing services increased, 
many different union lists and catalogs evolved, library acquisition 
and exchange programs flourished and current awareness services 
were started to provide greater coverage and extended refinements. 
Further expansion of diverse information services in this country has 
taken place during the past hvo decades. The government, for ex- 
ample, has established large-scale mission-oriented information pro- 
grams at NASA, Atomic Energy Commission, and in the Department 
of Defense, to make the fruits of government research more widely 
available. In the private sector, on the other hand, the development 
of discipline-oriented information systems was emphasized. These are 
found in the fields of chemistry, physics, biology, geology, mathe- 
matics, and so forth, and are operated by the professional societies. 
Another phenomenon has been the development of specialized in- 
formation or analysis centers which serve as scientific middlemen to 
distill, interpret, and synthesize information in direct support of the 
working s~ientist .~ More and more, these organizations are producing 
machine-readable files, and efforts are undenvay to develop computer 
techniques for cross-accessing these data in order to satisfy a variety 
of interdisciplinary interests. The fact that the data are machine-
readable increases their usefulness, because they are susceptible both 
to computer processing and to communications transferan 
No one library can ever hope to become self-sufficient in the face 
of this expanding universe of information, and it is this realization 
which adds impetus to the U.S. government's drive for better com- 
munications b o u g h  an information network in the United States. 
Through the application of the new computer and communications 
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technologies, and with the advent of Federal, state, and local legisla- 
tion and programs, there is a definite trend in the U.S. toward the 
establishment of regional information systems, intrastate communica- 
tion networks, centralized processing centers, and so forth. Gradually, 
as this movement toward synthesis extends, smaller information CO-
operatives are likely to develop into bigger ones, and in time each 
will become a communications node in an increasingly encompassing 
network. 
Professional hloti~ation. Librarians are watching network develop- 
ments very carefully. They are quick to grasp the meaning of inter- 
library communications, and recognize the opp.ortunity it will provide 
all libraries to share in the aggregate resources of the nation.1° There 
are also many signs of telecommunications activity within the profes- 
sion. The year 1967168 witnessed an increase in experimentation with 
facsimile for interlibrary loan, a noticeable rise in the number of 
teletype stations in libraries, and further research into the area of 
remote access to time-shared computer-controlled catalogs. Interest 
in information networks among librarians is therefore high and is 
constantly gaining momentum. Three motivating forces are responsi- 
ble-the first is sewice, the second economics, and the third tech-
nology. 
Librarians are eager to improve their local systems and services. 
This aim is expressed in a series of objectives: to serve more people, 
to make information more uniformly available, to supplement local 
collections by drawing more effectively on external sources, to inte- 
grate multimedia materials into the mainstream of library activity, to 
individualize library service, and to change the library's image from 
that of a place "where the books are kept" to that of an active informa- 
tion center. Networks imply a degree of democratization of informa- 
tion, a steady increase in the ability to serve at all points of service, 
and cooperative sharing without constraints of time, distance, or 
form of data. Librarians are thus motivated to pursue the network 
idea because of its potential service advantages. 
Economics is the second factor. Financial pressures are forcing 
libraries, and all information activities for that matter, to consider 
ways of sharing rather than duplicating materials and other resources. 
The publishing rate and the cost of printed materials are rising 
steadily, and libraries are well aware that they cannot afford the 
luxury of open-ended purchasing for their individual collections but 
are required to buy more restrictively. This means, therefore, that 
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appropriate local colIections must be built to meet immediate needs, 
and a mechanism, sucl~ as a network, must be devised to make readily 
available the resources of distant, specialized collections. Furthermore, 
it is costly to establish a new library for every new population center. 
Certainly, an expanding and shifting population requires the best 
library senlice, but the cost of ~roliferating comprehe~~sive r plicate 
collections is prohibitive. Using the distribution potential of a com-
munications network appears to be a very attractive and realistic 
alternative. 
The third motivating force is technology. Librarians have begun, 
within the past five years, to accept the premise that it is technically 
feasible for sound, pictures, and digital data stored at distant loca- 
tions to be made available with relati1.e ease. Computers, with their 
direct access capability, and comrn~u~icatio~~s, with their multimedia 
distributive capacities, can function as effective coupling devices for 
bringing an individual user and his sources of information closer to- 
gether.ll 
What  is a Network? Broadly defined, any nehvork is an inter-
connection of things, systems, or organizations. Natural networks 
among libraries for the exchange of bibliographical information and 
the coordination of technical processing functions date back to the 
last century. The closest counterpart of a network in the library world 
today is interlibrary loan, which can be viewed as an organizational 
network. For a network to be an information nettcork, more than 
hvo participants should be engaged in a common pattern of informa- 
tion exchange through communications for some functional purpose. 
Normally, we tend to think of networks in terms of the telephone 
or the radio. However, these networks are primarily communication 
grids, whose wires and waves carry messages back and forth. Tele- 
phone and radio networks are independent of the content or purpose 
of the messages they carry and seive merely as arteries of comrnuni- 
cation. Where interdependence for information exists among a group 
of participants and there is a common function or purpose to be 
senred, it seems logical to call such a network an information net- 
work. 
Information network development is in its infancy and, as might 
be expected, its terminology tends to be nebulous and loose. A recent 
review of the 1967 literature on networks for the Annzral Reuiezc; of 
Information Science and Technology reported that network activities 
were generally identified in one of three ways.12 Some authors refer 
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to a network by the equipment which is used to operate it-this in-
cludes the telephone network, teletype network, and facsimile net- 
work. Some describe it by the form of data which the network carries 
-such as a digital network, audio network, and film network. And 
still others identify a network by the function it is to perform-for 
example, educational networks, management information networks, 
biomedical information networks, and financial networks. 
Planning a Network. In planning an information network, certain 
fundamental system design considerations should be taken into ac- 
count. The first, and in this author's view the hardest to express, is 
formal organization. This assumes that a group of participants recog- 
nize the value of belonging to a common information compact and 
are willing to accept the responsibilities of membership. More than 
lip-service cooperation is required. Participants should share a sense 
of common purpose, of course, but even more vital is their willing- 
ness to undertake legal, fiscal, and other contractual commitments 
to ensure and presenie the functional integrity of the network. 
Examples of commitments that network participants may be called 
upon to make include: provision of materials and information services 
to the constituency served by other parts of the network on the same 
basis as that provided to its own constituency; maintenance of an 
agreed-upon level of service in terms of dollars and people; pay- 
ment of a proportionate share of the expenses incurred in network 
operations; an understanding not to withdraw from the network with- 
out payment of penalties; and, agreement on the responsibilities of 
central network authority. This list of examples is small as compared 
to all of the organizational factors that will surely attend information 
network affiliation. Nevertheless, it illustrates a few of the crucial 
considerations that are involved. 
Adequate profiision for commzlnication among participants is a 
second prerequisite for the formation of a network. Communications 
are the channels or circuits that rapidly bridge and interconnect the 
dispersed points of a network. They may consist of telephone lines, 
coaxial cables, microwave stations, satellites, or some combination 
thereof. h communications system may be owned by a network, and 
if so it is called a "dedicated system; or a user may "lease" facilities 
from common carriers such as the Bell System or Western Union. By 
and large, the commercial carriers do not lease facilities but provide 
a specific service, such as telephone or teletype or facsimile or tele-
vision or data transmission, although the carrier company itself may 
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cany these separate services on a common transmission system. Pe-
titions have been made to the Federal Communications Commission 
to require the common carriers to make multi-purpose transmission 
capacity available in bulk to be used in a number of alternate modes 
under the customer's control. Various other anomalies exist in the 
traditional common canier tariff schedules and these too are under 
study by the Commission. Lower transmission costs for information 
or data transfer over great distances seem imperative if information 
networks are to grow. Both the Bell System and Western Union are 
in the process of upgrading their narrow-band systems, originally 
designed for voice communications, to broad-band facilities capable 
of carrying the vast quantities of digital and analog data generated 
by computers, TV  cameras, facsimile scanners, and other technical 
equipment.13 
Not all points in an information network will require the same 
communications support. Communications equipment and service re- 
quirements are determined for each node in a network by calculation 
of the anticipated traffic volumes, measurement of the length of prob- 
able messages, and analysis of the forms and rate of data to be trans- 
mitted and received. This will usually result in the installation of 
different levels of equipment at various echelons of a network. Com- 
munications compatibility, on the other hand, is a firm and standard 
requirement for all. 
A third characteristic which an information network should possess 
is bi-directional operation. This means that information carried by 
the network, regardless of its form, may move in either direction. 
Hence each participant should be able, to some degree, to transmit 
as well as receive. "Conversation" between man and machines is a 
commonplace today for processing numerical problems through an 
on-line computer system. In an information network, the same inter- 
active advantages should be forthcoming when one requests printed 
or graphic information at a distance. Bi-directional television is already 
being used by some educational institutions, and AT&T's Picture- 
phone may soon bring a limited degree of bi-directional television 
in the home and office. In an information network, provision should 
be made to enable users to hold two-way conversations with people, 
computers, or files by voice, by keyboard, or by video. 
In addition to formal organization, adequate provision for com-
munications, and bi-directional operation, another important network 
feature is a directory and switching capability. A directory look-up 
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system in an information network may be thought of as comparable 
to the yellow pages of the classified telephone directory. It will enable 
any user of a national information network to identify the particular 
point in the net best able to satisfy his request. The directory does 
not furnish the answer to an information question but puts the 
user in direct touch with the best source of response. The switching 
station, as in the telephone system, finds the optimum communica- 
tions path for sending the inquiry and receiving the reply, taking into 
account existing conditions of overload, emergency operation, peak 
use, and so forth. 
Conclusion. Thus, it becomes clear that the development of a na- 
tional information network is a complex and difficult assignment- 
worthy of our effort, to be sure, but not something to be worked out 
overnight and without a great deal of careful, deliberate planning. 
A nationwide network of information systems connecting local, state, 
regional, and national resources in the U.S. will involve highly complex 
system design, the utmost technical skill, and above all a sense of 
purpose and commitment on the part 04 all those concerned with the 
effort. 
Moreover, many problems and obstacles must be overcome before 
such a network can be realized. We need to develop acceptable 
criteria for determining what is to be placed m the network, we need 
to clarify the rules of network participation, we need to agree on 
network organization and operation, we need to adopt communica- 
tion standards and other common practices, we need to investigate the 
implications of information system integration from a social, legal, 
financial, and technical point of view. 
What we need most of all is a workable plan, not a rigid blueprint 
but a flexible framework for evolutionary network development, that 
will guide the growth of many emerging network programs. Only 
with such a plan can we expect our libraries, specialized information 
centers, research analysis centers, and other information activities 
someday to mesh into a smoothly working whole. 
The government can and should play a key role in preparing such 
a plan. It wilI probably continue to be one of the major infiuences on 
information network development, setting a pattern for others to 
follow. It may create its own information networks in specialized 
fields, such as medicine, or it may make funds available to the private 
sector in order to facilitate regional development. In any event, more 
and more interconnections at the local level can be expected in the 
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years ahead. Organizational interconnections will only occur from the 
bottom up, but the Federal government can greatly assist this trend 
by providing the multi-purpose arteries of communication essential to 
technical interconnection. Installation by the government or by the 
common carriers, of a nationwide broad-band electronic transfer grid 
for the exclusive use of the information community would have a 
salutaly effect by setting the compatibility standards for all future 
network participants. 
A national information network could be formed by the government 
as a public senice, as a public utility, or as a publicly owned com- 
pany through private enterprise. I t  is timely for the United States to 
consider establishing a domestic unit of some sort whose purpose it 
would be to furnish unity to the creation of a national information 
network. The unity and nationwide efficiency of the telephone and 
radio networks in America owes much to an early management de- 
cision to organize the program on a business basis through leasing 
and licensing arrangements. This proved to be the wisest and best 
course for the development of these networks. A similar type of 
management decision is needed now to point the way toward the 
regional organization and federated relationships which are pre-
requisite to the technical integration of information systems. Corn- 
billed action on the part of the Congress, the Federal government, 
and the communications industry is the most practical way to bring 
this about. 
In the United States, access to information is a public right. But, 
a rapidly increasing population and a rapidly expanding universe of 
information are introducing constraints and preventing the public 
from freely exercising this right. The object is to remove these im- 
pediments to knowledge by developing mechanisms such as networks 
that will facilitate the extraorganizational distribution and communi- 
cation of information in all forms. 
There seems little doubt that information networks will tuin out to 
be the mechanism whereby the long-sought-after objectives of inter- 
library cooperation and information sharing will be realized in the 
United States. The years ahead will witness considerably more experi- 
mentation in the transfer of information and data between infolmation 
activities over existing dial-up commercial transmission facilities. This 
is certain to lead to an even greater appreciation of the benefits of an 
information network and of the need for its accelerated development 
on a national basis. 
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